
Regner Gas System Woes 
 

 
Gas Regulator Valve 
 

There are at least 3 different versions of the gas regulator valve. The first one I saw had a plain shaft 
with a large nipple on its end. I’m not going to dismantle all my 7 Regner’s fitted with their gas 
system, so we look at two versions here. 
 

  
 

On the left is the assembled gas regulator as supplied in their kits or fitted to RTR models. On the 
right is the gas regulator valve from my Fanny which has a slightly tapered point on its end. 
 

 
 

This is the gas regulator valve supplied with my Paul kit. It has a tapered pointed end that other 

manufacturers use. The gland nut uses a string of PTFE tape (on the right) for its seal which can 

cause problems trying to fine tune the gas setting. A much better seal is to use an ‘O’ ring, in this 

case 4.5mm Outside Diameter & 1mm cross section. 



 

When Chris Bird (Mr Summerland Chuffer) had difficulties controlling the gas on his 7/8ths Vincent 

makeover he silver soldered a handle extension onto the wheel.  

( http://www.gardenrailwayclub.com/7-8ths-scale-1/the-regner-vincent ) 

 

Gas Filler Valve Conversions 

 

As the factory supplied gas filler valve is not self venting & has a larger size nipple compared to a 

ronson gas filler valve, most Regner owners retrofit a ronson gas filler valve conversion. That makes 

filling up the gas tank a lot easier but does introduce a greater risk of liquid gas being carried over to 

the burner as the conversions all put more gas into the tank compared to one fitted with the factory 

supplied gas filler valve. 

 

On the left is the factory supplied gas filler valve, next is the body after the collar & sprung plunger 

(far right) are removed. For two Regners that I obtained we drilled & tapped this body to fit a ronson 

gas filler valve. 3rd from the left is one supplied by Garden Railways (& Martins Models previously) 

where the body has been cut off just below the threaded portion, and the last one is the standalone 

version that Chuffed2Bits supplies. 



Primary Air Control Collar 

Recent models have been supplied with a primary air control collar, although I did not get one with 

my Paul kit. Whilst it is visibly easier to set up the collar on a vertical boiler model, for a horizontal 

boiler model you will need to remove the smoke box door fitting (once the burner has heated up). 

However that is not practical on the Paul Tram as the power unit is directly in front of the boiler, so 

you probably have to rely on the smell test to set one up? The collars are not available as a spare to 

retrofit to an earlier model so you either can buy one from Garden Railways Ltd ( 

https://www.gardenrailways.co.uk/grl-regner-burner-air-restrictor-ring.html ) or just make one from 

brass strapping. 

 

 

On the left is the factory supplied collar with my Henry kit, and on the right one I made for my Lumber 

Jack, after fitting stainless steel mesh in the bottom of the smoke box (to protect the cylinder springs 

below from direct heat) altered the burner’s characteristics (would not pop back to the burner until I 

fitted this collar). 

Popping Back to the Burner 

 

Whilst it is more visibly obvious on a vertical boiler model, it is important to ensure that on lighting up 

the flame pops back to the burner, otherwise damage can occur. If it does not pop back even after 

turning the gas down or gently blowing down the chimney, turn the gas off & try again. The presence 

of exhausted steam oil at the front of the boiler only adds to a possible chip pan effect so it is worth 

cleaning off this exhausted steam oil (not practical on the Paul Tram). I cannot shutoff the flow from 

my Lumber Jack’s lubricator so only fill it with enough oil for one run. Whilst I can shut off the flow 

from my Paul’s lubricator I have very little control over the flow so it has been dribbling with too much 

exhausted steam oil so far. I now know how little I need to open the flow valve compared to my other 

Regners. 

 

 

 

 
Chris Cairns, Glasgow, 04 Oct 2021 

 


